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1. Executive Summary
On August 25, 2020 the RED-Alert project consortium members: ICT, SIV, INSKT and MOPS-INT
held a LEAs virtual workshop titled: “A Special Briefing: Terrorism, Cyber & Technology: Insights
from the RED-Alert project”. The event was open to the public and included an overview of the
RED-Alert project as well as a demo of the system.
The event included four speakers from the consortium members:
-

Dr. Monica Florea, Project Manager, RED-Alert Project & Coordinator, SIMAVI, Romania

-

Lt. Col. (Res.) Uri Ben Yaakov, Director of International Relations & Senior Researcher, ICT,
IDC Herzliya, Israel

-

Jennifer Woodard, Co-Founder & CEO, Insikt Intelligence, Spain

-

Yaniv Azani, Chief Technology Officer (CTO), National Cyber Unit, Israeli National Police,
Israel

The event was promoted via the RED-Alert social media platforms (Facebook, Twitter and
LinkedIn) as well as the consortium members' social media pages and sent via ICT's mailing list.
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2. LEAs Workshop
On August 25, 2020, RED-Alert consortium partners ICT, SIV, INSKT and MOPS-INP held a Special
Event / LEA Workshop via Zoom.
The original plan was that the five LEA consortium partners to host five different workshops in
which they will present the project results to other LEAs who were not members of the
consortium. Unfortunately, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, these plans had to be cancelled,
including events for which invitations were sent, and a new strategy to be developed. For
example, the LEAs workshop organized by ICT and MOPS that was supposed to take place on
March 20, 2019 was cancelled just few days before the event itself, following the Israeli updated
regulations and restrictions that were introduced during this period. As such, and in light of the
COVID-19 restrictions and their impact, we decided to organize one special virtual event via
Zoom.
The event was published under the name “Special Briefing: Terrorism, Cyber and Technology Insights from the RED-Alert Project”. Invitations were sent via different channels, including The
International Police Association (IPA), the biggest Police Association in the world.
The event, which took place on August 25, 2020, was open to the public. A total of 264 people
registered to participate in the event. The attendees joined from various countries across Europe
(France, Belgium, Germany, Spain, Portugal, Czech Republic) but also United States, Latin & South
America (Mexico, Brazil, Argentina) Israel, Africa (Kenya), Asia (South Korea, Japan) etc. The
participants list included not only law enforcement agencies, but scholars and experts,
intelligence and security professionals, members of the media and officials from international and
regional organizations.
The “Special Briefing: Terrorism, Cyber and Technology - Insights from the RED-Alert Project”
included an introduction of the RED-Alert project and a demo of the system, by the following four
speakers of the consortium members:
-

Dr. Monica Florea, Project Manager, RED-Alert Project & Coordinator, SIMAVI, Romania

-

Lt. Col. (Res.) Uri Ben Yaakov, Director of International Relations & Senior Researcher, ICT,
IDC Herzliya, Israel

-

Jennifer Woodard, Co-Founder & CEO, Insikt Intelligence, Spain
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-

Yaniv Azani, Chief Technology Officer (CTO), National Cyber Unit, Israeli National Police,
Israel

Figure 1: Event invitation

The first speaker was Dr. Monica Florea (SIMAVI - RED-Alert project Coordinator). Dr. Florea
provided a brief description of the RED-Alert project, the objectives and the social media channels
through which the project is disseminated. Dr. Florea explained that the RED-Alert tool will allow
LEAs to take coordinated action in real-time while preserving the privacy of citizens. Dr. Florea
continued with presenting the consortium partners, the fields in which they are usually operating
and their country of origin. An important subject that was raised by Dr. Florea was the importance
of citizens’ privacy.

Following Dr. Florea, Lt. Col. (Res.) Uri Ben Yaakov (ICT) focused on the terrorism threat in the
cyber world. Lt. Col. (Res.) Uri Ben Yaakov spoke about the challenges in fighting terrorism,
starting with the challenges terrorists are posing in the physical world, continuing with the threat
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of terrorism in the cyber world, mainly on social media platforms and on the Dark Web, explaining
that nowadays good intelligence based on Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a must when fighting
terrorism in the cyber world,

Figure 2: Terrorists use of the internet

After having presented the terrorism threat, Lt. Col. (Res.) Ben Yaakov presented the way the
RED-Alert system works and how it can assist in countering terrorism.
In addition to this, Lt. Col. (Res.) Ben Yaakov presented a few challenges the RED-Alert project and
the tool are facing:
-

There is no clear definition of what terrorism is

-

Innovative technology used by terrorists

-

Identifying between terrorist content and legitimate one
o

Mimicking (for example, ISIS mimicked the banner of the video game "Call of
Duty").
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Figure 3: Mimicking used by ISIS

-

o

Mixed languages

o

False positive and false negative

Complying with GDPR

Lt. Col. (Res.) Uri Ben Yaakov ended his speech with a presentation of the “democratic dilemma in
counter-terrorism” and the needed balance between protecting human rights such as privacy vs.
providing LEAs with tools to counter and fight terrorism. These tools may not always be in line in
with the above human rights, however they help to protect the life, well-being and the security of
citizens.
The next speaker, Ms. Jennifer Woodard (INSKT), presented challenges intelligence analysts face
in detecting terrorist and radical content online.
Ms. Woodard explained that most of the existing tools that are being used for terrorist and radical
content detection, fail to do their job, as they don’t “think” like humans and when they do, they
have a hard time working well for the following reasons.

Figure 4: Radical content?
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The example above contains keywords that AI tools will easily pick up and by that will label the
content as radical.
But there is also a questionable content. Should the tools label the below picture as radical (which
is actually a video game)?

Figure 5: Radical content? 2

Following these examples, Ms. Woodard explained that phrases that may not be seen as radical
individually, can actually be radical when connected, or when examining their hashtags. The issue
with the AI tools is that they would not pick up individual content that may actually be radical in
context.
With this in mind, Ms. Woodard presented that the RED-Alert system would provide an answer to
more than just detecting language related content, but will also detect nuances, the RED-Alert
system will use network analysis – which in and of itself presents a big challenge for LEAs. An
additional attribute of the system would be an understanding of the interactions of these
communities.
At the end of her speech, Ms. Woodard elaborated on the main goals, the scientific pillars and the
methods of the project.

Figure 6: scientific pillars
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An important remark Ms. Woodard made in her speech was in connection to the benefits that the
RED-Alert system would provide LEAs:
-

Automation of investigative tasks that would be impossible to perform on massive
amounts of data

-

Unearthing of suspicious content and users that would go undetected

-

Better understanding of the radical communities and networks

-

Early warning alerts in order to be more proactive in the face of threats

The last speaker was Mr. Yaniv Azani (Chief Technology Officer (CTO), National Cyber Unit, Israel
National Police) who represented the end users and main stakeholders of the RED-Alert Solution
– the LEAs. Mr. Azani started with a case study of a terror activity posted online, of a terrorist who
opened fire on security forces in Jerusalem. The terrorist published on his Facebook page
comments on other terror attacks and several hours before the attack wrote that he is going to be
a "Shahid". This, as Mr. Azani commented, is exactly the reason why a system such as the REDAlert system is needed by LEAs that are experiencing difficulties locating and isolating this kind of
activity.
Mr. Azani mentioned that a large amount of the terrorist activity online is open for everyone to
see – it may be coded, but it is on the open web and not just on the dark net.
The second level of the problem was presented by another case study, a person who was
reporting bombs in several places. The Israeli Police have managed to build a profile of the person
from open source information (internet) but a lot of information was still missing - which is a
different kind of challenge. How can LEAs manage to build a complete profile when important
information is missing? LEAs have a need to know as much as possible, as early as possible but at
the same time they need to find the balance between these needs and the need to protect
people’s privacy.
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Figure 7: Finding the information

Mr. Azani mentioned the most important parts of the RED-Alert system to LEAs:
-

Real-time detection of pre-defined alerts.

-

On-line data mining and analysis

-

Post-event investigation

After the speakers finished their presentation, the RED-Alert demo took place, the way the
system works was presented as well as what kind of information the system requires to operate
on and what would be the system's output.
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3. Conclusions
The LEAs workshop: A Special Briefing: Terrorism, Cyber & Technology: Insights from the REDAlert project took place on August 25, 2020.

Overall, the virtual workshop was a complete success bringing together a total of 264 people
participants from various European countries such as: France, Belgium, Germany, Spain, Portugal,
Czech Republic, but also United States, Latin & South America (Mexico, Brazil, Argentina) Israel,
Africa (Kenya), Asia (South Korea, Japan) etc. The participants list included not only law
enforcement agencies, but scholars and experts, intelligence and security professionals, members
of the media and officials from international and regional organizations.

Four consortium members from three different countries served as speakers: ICT (Israel), SIMAVI
(Romania), INSKT (Spain), and MOPS-INP (Israel). Furthermore, during the event each partner
talked about their part of the project and explained how their contribution was integrated into
the RED-Alert system. An essential part of the workshop included a demonstration of the system
that took place in the last part of the event and also a Q&A with the event’s participants.

The Special Briefing: Terrorism, Cyber & Technology: Insights from the RED-Alert project did not
solely demonstrate the strong cooperation between the consortium’s members but also its
qualitative and quantitative reach to the most relevant audiences.
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